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Semantics for Counting and Measuring

The use of numerals in counting differs quite dramatically across
languages. Some languages grammaticalize a contrast between
count nouns (three cats; three books) and ‘non-count’ or mass nouns
(milk; mud), marking this distinction in different ways. Others use
a system of numeral classifiers, while yet others use a combination
of both. This book draws attention to the contrast between counting
and measuring, and shows that it is central to our understanding of
how we use numerical expressions, classifiers and count nouns in
different languages. It reviews some of the more recent major lin-
guistic results in the semantics of numericals, counting and mea-
suring and theories of the mass/count distinction, and presents the
author’s new research on the topic. The book draws heavily on
crosslinguistic research, and presents in-depth case studies of the
mass/count distinction and counting and measuring in a number of
typologically unrelated languages. It also includes chapters on clas-
sifier constructions and on adjectival uses of measure phrases.

susan rothstein is a professor in the Department of English
Literature and Linguistics at the Faculty of Humanities at Bar-Ilan
University. She has writtenmore than fifty articles and is the author
of two previous books, Predicates and Their Subjects (2001) and
Structuring Events (2004), as well as editor or co-editor of several
others.
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study in semantics and pragmatics today. It consists of accessible yet
challenging accounts of the most important issues, concepts and
phenomena to consider when examining meaning in language. Some
topics have been the subject of semantic and pragmatic study for many
years, and are re-examined in this series in light of new developments in
the field; others are issues of growing importance that have not so far
been given a sustained treatment. Written by leading experts and
designed to bridge the gap between textbooks and primary literature,
the books in this series can either be used on courses and seminars, or as
one-stop, succinct guides to a particular topic for individual students and
researchers. Each book includes useful suggestions for further reading,
discussion questions and a helpful glossary.
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A quantity therefore is called a multitude if it is countable

and it is called a magnitude if it is measurable.

Aristotle, Metaphysics 13.1020a10
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Abbreviations

±C ±Count

±M ±Measure

2 second person

3 third person

ACC accusative

ATT attributive

AUX auxiliary

Cl classifier

COMP comparative

COP copula

CS construct state form

CSP construct state phrase

DEF definite

F feminine

FG free genitive

GEN genitive

IMPFV imperfective

INDEF indefinite

INST instrumental

M masculine

MOD modifier

NOM nominative

NU natural unit

OBJ object

PART sentence-final particle

PFV perfective marker

PL plural

PRS present

PST past

RED reduplication

SG singular
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